3. Concluding Remarks. We can obtain formulas similar to those given here for any region (and weight function) which has the same symmetries as the ellipse. We need only substitute the appropriate monomial integrals 72n,2m in the expressions given.
Improved Asymptotic Expansion for the Exponential
Integral with Positive Argument
By Donald van Zelm Wadsworth
The usual asymptotic approximation to the exponential integral can be markedly improved, for the case with positive real argument, by adding a simple correction term as shown below. Similar results for the error function with imaginary argument (essentially the same as Dawson's function) are given in [1] .* By definition, the exponential integral with positive real argument is Ei(ic) = -j fV' dt = -f fV dt -int.
The line integral along the real axis from -x to » is a Cauchy principal value since there is a pole at the origin. The path of integration L goes from -x to », passing above the origin. Repeated partial integration of the infinite integral yields Ei (a:) = Enix) + e"ix), where By expanding the right side of ( 1 ) as in [1], we obtain (2) enix) = -n!e*x~n-1($ + nx + Oinx~l -1)).
By use of Stirling's approximation for a factorial, we can put (2) in the form e"(x) = en*ix) + Oix~m), where en*ix) = -i2*/x)mi\ + n-x).
We take 7?"(x) -f-e" (x) to be the improved asymptotic expansion for the exponential integral with positive real argument.
In the table, Ei(x) as tabulated in Jahnke and Emde's Tables of Functions is compared with E"ix), En-iix), and E"ix) + e" (x). Even at x = 1, the improved approximation has only about one per cent error compared to forty per cent for Enix 
